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How can you help at home?  

English is an integral part of children’s learning across the whole school 

curriculum and there is a great deal that you can to do together as a 

family to help build your child’s Literacy skills. Children learn best when 

they are having fun so here are some fun 

ideas to help you boost your child’s skills 

How can I help my child to read? 

Reading is the key to success. It unlocks           

imagination, builds independence,  develops 

vocabulary and  understanding of people and 

places. It opens up a world of possibilities. As a 

parent your role is vital in promoting reading in 

the home. 

 

 Listen to your child read as often as you can, 

encouraging them to continue reading  to  

themselves 

 Share stories that your child enjoys and talk 

about the characters or parts of the story you like 

best.  Compare books, authors and characters. 

Talk about similarities and differences. 

 Let children read anything that interests them; 

newspapers, magazine, comics, information 

books or leaflets. Discuss any articles of interest . 

 Go to the library or bookshop together. Read 

bookshop reviews. Research favourite authors.  

 Let children see you read yourself. 

 Encourage children to look up or note down any 

unfamiliar words and re-read texts to gain   

familiarity. 

 Make reading a fun and a family pastime.  

 Read non-fiction materials with your child. Look 

for support information  in pictures, charts and 

diagrams 

 Listen to audio books on car journeys. Talk about it 

Experts (Baker et al) believe that parental emphasis on reading as entertainment , rather than a 

skill, develops a more positive attitude towards reading in children. 

Questions you could ask… 

Before reading 

 What do you think the story will be about? Why? 
What do you already know about the topic? 

During reading 

 Why do you think the author choose that word? 
What other words tell you…?  

 How do you think the character feels? How do you 
know? What  clues are there that the character is 
eg sad? 

 What is the problem in the story? 
Build Connections 

 How are the characters similar to…..?  
After Reading 
 

 What would you say to the character if you could 
chat to them? How could the story have ended 
differently? What could happen next if the author 
wrote a sequel? 
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How can I help my child’s speaking and listening skills? 

Speaking and listening are at the heart of children’s learning. Children need to be confi-

dent communicators and active listeners in order to learn effectively. 

 Make time to talk to your child 

 Encourage your child to make eye contact when speaking or listening to someone 

 Listen to story tapes, songs and rhymes in the car and elsewhere 

 Listen to and talk about children’s radio 

 Ask  children to follow more than one instruction and check they follow them through 

 Give them the opportunity to make choices – ‘and ask them to explain their choices 

 Take turns in conversations with them and encourage them to listen to your contribution. 

 Play language games – like ‘I-Spy’, ‘20 questions’, ‘What am I?’, ‘Continue the story’ – you start 

a story, the children carry on. 

 Read and recite poems or jokes.  

 Encourage children to finish lines in poems or rhymes or summarize something they have read.  

 Listen to and talk about  books or audio books 

 Talk to your child and be a good role model by listening patiently 

 Draw a picture and then while you describe what you have drawn your child then draws what 

you describe. 

 Play car journey games such as fortunately/ unfortunately , I– Spy, I went 

shopping and I bought……... http://www.rac.co.uk/ 

advice/car-knowledge/top-ten/car-games), 

Make eye 

contact! 

Take turns 

to speak. 

Be an 

active 

listener. 

 Complete  word searches and cross words 

 Play hangman with words from spelling lists.  Put tricky words around the house to 

increase familiarity.  

 Play family games of Scrabble , Bananagrams &Boggle— look up new words in a 

Thesaurus or dictionary and focus on blending letters sounds or spotting silent letters and 

unusual spelling of a sound.  

 Play word association games– take turns to say another word and allow no pauses 

or hesitations 

 Note down words from books, audio tapes etc and use a dictionary to find the 

meaning. Challenge children to find better words and use them when speaking and writing.  

 Create Mnemonics to help with persistently difficult spellings eg Rhythm (Rhythm Has 

Your Two Hips Moving) 

How can I help my child 

with spelling and  

vocabulary? 

        How can I help my child with 

writing and grammar? 

 Encourage your child to join their handwriting neatly 

 Notice capital letters and full stops and talk about misspelt 

words or puns in advertising or when shopping 

 Encourage your child to keep a journal 

 Write postcards and thank you notes and encourage pen 

pals 

 Challenge your child to think about what type of word 

something is eg is it a noun or and adjective? How can they 

tell? Discuss how advertisers use  language and why. 

 Encourage children to write and share their stories, match 

reports or poems 

 Take part in writing competitions 

 

 Point out punctuation when you read and what job it 

does.  

 Play grammar charades e.g. it’s a noun, it has two sylla-

bles, I put my vase on it, it’s a compound word it’s  like a 

table? (sideboard),  

 Provide your child with tools for writing: different kinds 

of paper (some of it colourful), a variety of writing 

implements, an appropriate dictionary and thesaurus,. 

 

Use Standard 

English 

Always ‘could 

have’ 

NEVER 

Could of’ 

 

Year 4 Reading Targets                       

Word Reading 

Apply a growing knowledge of root words, prefixes and suffixes - both to read 

aloud and to understand the meaning of new words that are met. 

Read the vast majority of the Y3/4 exception words, noting the unusual             

correspondences between spelling and sound and where these occur in the 

word. 

Reading Comprehension 

Identify themes and conventions in a wide range of texts, including fiction,       

non-fiction, poetry and plays.  

Read silently and discuss what they have read.  

Read aloud a wider range of poetry and books with accuracy, reasonable 

speaking pace and intonation to show their understanding. 

Use dictionaries to check the meaning of words that have been read. 

Check that the text makes sense, discuss their understanding and explain the 

meaning of words in context. 

Draw inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and motives from 

their actions and justify inferences with evidence. 

Predict what might happen from details stated and implied. 

Identify the main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph and summarises 

these. 

Compare and talk about the structures and features of a range of non-fiction 

texts.  

Identify and discuss the various features of fiction genres (e.g, science fiction, ad-

venture, mystery, fable, myth) 

Summarise and present a familiar story in their own words. 

Identify how language, structure and presentation contribute to meaning. 

Understand how figurative language (similes, metaphors and personification)  

creates images for the reader. 

Useful websites  

http://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/reading-site/fun-ideas/age-7-9--2 

http://www.rac.co.uk/advice/car-knowledge/top-ten/car-games 

http://www.literacytrust.org.uk/plrs_challenges/parents 

http://www.michaelrosen.co.uk/poems.html 

 

 


